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ABSTRACT 

Orientation and mobility is the task of teaching persons with visual impairments to 

move independently, safely and purposefully through the environment. Traditional 

orientation and mobility techniques, and traditional methods of teaching those techniques, do 

not address the needs of those persons who have severe developmental disabilities, in 

addition to their visual impairments. A single subject, multiple treatment design was used to 

determine whether adolescents with severe visual impairments and severe developmental 

disabilities could be taught, by means of verbal and physical prompts, a modified cane 

technique that would allow them to travel independently in a familiar indoor environment. 

The subjects were four female high school students, between the ages of 17 and 21, 

who were severely visually impaired and had severe developmental disabilities. Intervention 

occured in a hallway in each subject's school. The subject had a functional purpose in 

travelling the route. Subjects were provided with canes of the appropriate length, with 

marshmallow tips. 

Interval recording was used to determine the percentage of time, during each 

session, that the subject was exhibiting the target behavior. In the baseline and first 

intervention phases, the target behavior consisted of holding onto the cane while walking 

the route. In subsequent phases, the target behavior was modified to include grasp and 

positional components. When the subject dropped her cane, held it with an inappropriate 

grasp, or moved it out of the prescribed position, a verbal or physical prompt was given. 

Generalization probes were taken over a different route, with a different intervenor. With 
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each subject, the intervention resulted in an increase in the percentage of intervals in 

which the target behavior was exhibited. 

The study established that the verbal and physical prompts were effective in 

teaching four adolescents, with severe visual impairments and severe developmental 

disabilities, a modified diagonal cane technique that would be functional for them in 

travelling independently in a familiar indoor environment. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Orientation and mobility has been defined as the task of teaching persons with visual 

impairments to move independently, safely and purposefully through the environment 

(Welsh & Blasch, 1980). Persons with severe multiple disabilities have the same need to 

move about safely and independently as anyone else. However, traditional orientation and 

mobility techniques, which were designed to be used by adults with a visual disability only, 

do not lend themselves to being applied to persons with additional disabilities (McGregor, 

1995). With advances being made recently in the fields of both orientation and mobility and 

the education of students with severe disabilities, the time has come for orientation and 

mobility professionals to make a concerted and well-planned effort to meet the orientation 

and mobility needs of persons with visual and additional severe disabilities. 

Major changes have been taking place in the field of the education of students with 

severe disabilities. While the emphasis has long been placed on functional skills, of which 

mobility is one, instruction in these skills has shifted from simulated environments within the 

school to natural environments in the community. The main goal is to increase the student's 

ability to participate as much as possible in community, work, and recreational activities 

(Gee, Harrell, & Rosenberg, 1987). 

The traditional orientation and mobility curriculum is based upon a readiness model. 

According to this model, travel skills for individuals who are visually impaired are acquired 

in a systematic way, based on a hierarchy of cognitive and physical skills that are taught in a 



particular order. Advanced skills, such as cane skills, are to be taught only after certain 

prerequisite skills and concepts have been mastered (Hill & Ponder, 1976). 

The readiness model of orientation and mobility instruction may be appropriate for 

many persons who have only visual impairments. However, if professionals adhere to its 

premise that certain prerequisites must be mastered before orientation and mobility training 

begins, it will only serve to prevent the learning of valuable mobility skills by students with 

severe disabilities. 

Persons who have severe disabilities may never be able, for cognitive or physical 

reasons, or a combination thereof, to master the presumed "precane" skills, such as upper and 

lower protective techniques and trailing. These skills have little, if any, direct relationship to 

the skills involved in using a cane. However, under a readiness model, these individuals 

would never be allowed to use a cane, even though it might allow them to move about more 

independently (McGregor, 1995). 

The traditional orientation and mobility curriculum also suggests that certain body, 

spatial, and environmental concepts must be learned before cane instruction can begin (Hill 

& Ponder, 1976). Prerequisite concepts, such as "shoulder-width," "around," and 

"sidewalk," are difficult ones for anyone who is blind to leam without hands-on experience. 

This difficulty is only made greater by the presence of additional disabilities. However, 

persons who have multiple severe disabilities may benefit from an experiential model for 

learning orientation and mobility concepts. That is, they may very well leam body, spatial, 

and environmental concepts through experiencing them, rather than having to leam them 

before they are allowed to experience them. One can leam the width of one's shoulders, the 



width of the protection the cane should afford, by actually moving the cane in the proper arc, 

or by walking independently and occasionally bumping into objects because the cane was not 

being used properly. "Around" can perhaps be learned most effectively by bumping into 

obstacles and going around them. A cane helps to protect the user from injury, and can allow 

him or her to move about more confidently while learning this concept. And what better way 

is there to leam about a "sidewalk" than by walking on one, feeling its texture, the grass 

along its edges, and the curb at the end of the block? 

Persons with multiple severe disabilities may never be able to leam some orientation 

and mobility concepts, no matter how much experience they may have with the concepts. 

Perhaps, then, these "prerequisite" skills are not needed at all in order for them to travel 

safely and functionally within their own particular environment. 

An important consideration in community based education is that the student's 

activities must be socially appropriate and age-appropriate. In other words, he or she should 

appear, as much as possible, to be like his or her non-disabled peers (Fredericks & Baldwin, 

1987). Age appropriateness of activities and dress is vital. For example, a teenaged girl with 

a disability should not be dressed, as is too often the case, in a cute, mffied outfit that is more 

suited to a much younger girl. Similarly, an adolescent boy with a severe disability may be 

stigmatized as a result of playing with children's toys rather than other objects, such as sports 

equipment, that are also used by teenagers without disabilities. 

This principle of age and social appropriateness must be considered when one is 

looking for the best mobility device for a person who is visually impaired and has severe 

multiple disabilities. Children's push toys (shopping carts, lawn mowers, etc.) have been 



used, with great success, as mobility devices for preschool children (Clarke, 1988). 

However, it is clearly not age-appropriate for a 12-year-old to travel in the community, while 

pushing a toy lawnmower. Similarly, many adaptive mobility devices (AMDs), or "precane" 

devices that have been devised for use by young children or persons with multiple disabilities 

(Bosbach, 1988; Clarke, 1988; Foy, Kirchner, & Waple, 1991; Foy, Von Scheden, & 

Waiculonis, 1992; Pogrund, et al. 1993), may appear strange to members of the public, since 

they are not used by peers without multiple disabilities. 

These devices seem to work very effectively and provide many users with a greater 

degree of safety and independence in mobility. The potential usefulness of AMDs, for some 

persons with multiple disabilities, within the home, school, or residential center can be a 

compelling reason for their use in those environments. In addition, if these devices are 

actually "precane" devices (that is, if they are transitional devices leading ultimately to the 

child's use of a traditional long cane for mobility purposes) then their use should be 

encouraged 

However, many persons who are visually impaired and have multiple severe 

disabilities may lack the physical and/or cognitive ability to master traditional orientation and 

mobility techniques. For them, if the readiness model of orientation and mobility instmction 

is adhered to, and the AMD is considered a "precane" device, it will be all they ever use, 

since they will never be able to master the skills presumed to be prerequisite to cane use. 

Here we must weigh the benefits of the AMD (possibly a greater degree of safety) against the 

possible stigmatizing effect of the device, which may look "weird" to members of the public. 

The mobility device most commonly used by persons who are blind or severely visually 



impaired, the long cane, is familiar to, and accepted by, the public. It should, therefore, be 

used, whenever possible, in place of an AMD. 

Pogrund and Rosen (1989) have stated that preschoolers can leam to use canes 

effectively. Chen and Smith (1992) have described a program whereby students, who were 

visually impaired and had multiple disabilities, were taught cane skills. However, there has 

been little research done dealing with specific methods of teaching a student with severe 

multiple disabilities how to use a cane to achieve greater independence in orientation and 

mobility. 

Research Question 

The present study was designed to determine whether adolescents, who are severely 

visually impaired and have severe developmental disabilities, can leam, by means of verbal 

and physical prompts, to use a modified diagonal cane technique to walk independently, 

along functional routes, in a safe, familiar, indoor environment. 

Definition of Terms 

Contratherapeutic trend: A data path that is in the direction opposite to improvement 

(Tawney and Gast, 1984). 

Coverage: The protection of the entire width of a person's body by the use of a long cane 

(Hill & Ponder, 1976). 

Diagonal cane technique: A method of using a long cane for orientation and mobility. The 

cane is held in front of the user in his or her dominant hand, which should be 20 to 30 



cm (8 to 12 in.) in front of the dominant-side hip. The cane should be grasped as if 

shaking hands. Either the thumb or the forefinger should be pointed along the shaft 

toward the tip of the cane, and the other digits should be wrapped around the grip. 

The cane should extend diagonally, at a 45 degree angle, toward the non-dominant 

side so that the tip touches the floor in front of, and 5 cm (2 in.) outside the shoulder 

(Jacobson, 1993; La Grow & Weessies, 1994). 

Grasp: The method of holding a long cane in one's hand. 

Handshake grasp: A method of holding a long cane in one's hand with either the thumb or 

the forefinger pointed along the shaft toward the tip of the cane, and the other digits 

wrapped around the grip. 

Long cane: A device used by persons with visual impairments for independent mobility-

commonly referred to as a "white cane." 

Marshmallow tip: A cylindrical, nylon tip, approximately 3 cm (1.2 in.) in diameter and 3 cm 

(1.2 in.) in length, attached to a long cane to enable it to slide more easily over 

uneven surfaces. 

Modified diagonal cane technique: A modification of diagonal cane technique wherein the 

cane may be held either at the user's side, with a dropped arm, or above hip level in 

front of the user. The cane should extend diagonally in front of the user with the tip 

touching the floor between midline and an angle of 60 degrees from midline toward 

the non-dominant side. 



Orientation and mobility: The task of teaching persons with visual impairments to move 

independently, safely and purposefully through the environment (Welsh & Blasch, 

1980). 

Physical prompt: A cue, to perform a behavior, that involves touching the subject. 

Severe developmental disability: A reduced global ability in that results in an individual 

functioning at no more than a 2-year old level in the domains of cognition, 

communication, social skills, motor skills, and activities of daily living-referred to 

by Stemberg as a "profound disability" (Stemberg, 1994). 

Sighted guide technique: An orientation and mobility technique wherein a person who is 

visually impaired holds onto the arm of a sighted person. 

Therapeutic trend: A data path that is in the direction of improvement (Tawney and Gast, 

1984). 

Verbal prompt: A spoken cue to perform a behavior. 

Visual impairment: "Any degree of vision loss that affects an individual's ability to perform 

the tasks of daily life" (Com & Koenig, 1996, p. 452). For the purposes of this study 

a severe visual impairment is considered to be one that has a functional effect on an 

individual's mobility, i.e., it affects his or her ability or willingness to walk 

independently within familiar environments, during daily routines. 



CHAPTER n 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Functional Programming in Orientation and Mobility 

Gee et al. (1987) proposed a model for the teaching of orientation and mobility to 

leamers with severe multiple disabilities, within natural opportunities for travel. This model 

represents a combining of the field of orientation and mobility with the field of the education 

of persons with severe disabilities, in which the importance of functional, community based 

programming is stressed. The students for whom the model is intended often do not have the 

cognitive or physical ability to master the concepts, orientation skills, and mobility skills that 

have long been assumed to be prerequisites to independent mobility. However, the authors 

report a study (Gee & Goetz, 1985) in which students with severe disabilities, including 

blindness, were taught specific orientation and mobility skills within the context of functional 

travel routes, despite their failure to perform the presumed prerequisite skills. In many cases, 

the skills leamed were generalized to other unfamiliar environments. Also, the students 

appeared to have leamed landmarks, clues, and memory tasks specific to the routes. Thus, 

rather than requiring certain concepts and skills prior to being taught orientation and 

mobility, the students appear to have acquired some of these concepts and skills through 

learning to become more independently mobile. 

The Gee model (Gee et al, 1987) has four main components, each of which 

facilitates the learning of the specific orientation and mobility skills being taught. First, 

instmction in orientation and mobility skills takes place within activities and environments 
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that naturally require performance of the skills. It is community-based rather than based in a 

classroom where community situations are simulated Second, training trials are interspersed 

within a lesson. The student may be required to use skills at certain points along the route, 

while the instmctor assists him or her on all other parts of the route. This reflects the 

principle of partial participation, which states that, even though the student cannot perform 

an activity with complete independence, he or she can benefit from learning to do parts of it 

independently. Third, the route and skills must be functional, and therefore meaningful to 

the student. The student must have a reason for traveling the route-an objective at the end. 

Finally, operant training procedures are used, with prompts being faded gradually as 

performance of the skills becomes intrinsically motivated. 

Bailey and Head (1993) concur with Gee et al. (1987) in stressing that orientation and 

mobility training should take place in a functional setting, and should be directed toward 

helping the student acquire travel skills at the time and in the places they are required. The 

orientation and mobility specialist must evaluate the student to find out the specific 

compensatory skills he or she needs to participate in actual activities in school and the 

community. The skills leamed must be functional for, and meaningful to the student. 

Joffee and Rikhye (1991) have taken the principles espoused by Gee et al. (1987) and 

devised and implemented a program to teach mobility techniques to students with severe 

visual impairment and additional disabilities, in order to enable them to travel independently 

within specific indoor environments. These students were unable to master the traditional 

"prerequisite" skills and concepts. Safe movement was taught using modifications of 

conventional indoor and outdoor mobility techniques, including sighted guide, trailing. 



moving across open spaces, moving around obstacles, and in the case of one student, 

modified diagonal and touch cane techniques. The students were able to travel familiar 

routes and to transfer the skills leamed to other environments. Functional communication 

systems, unique to each student, were developed so the student could be cued, either 

verbally, physically, or with a concrete object representing a location or activity. The 

orientation and mobility program was integrated into the students' daily activities at school 

and at home. 

In Joffee and Rikhye's (1991) program, because of the student's deficits in receptive 

language, physical positioning and prompts accompanied or replaced verbal explanations 

when instmcting students in orientation and mobility techniques. Prompts were gradually 

faded out as the student became more independent in performing the skills. Skills were often 

introduced out of the traditional sequence, since students were taught the skills and routes 

they needed to reach specific destinations associated with activities within their daily 

routines. For example, a student might be taught to cross a large classroom using a modified 

diagonal cane technique before he or she leams to walk to a sound source using protective 

arm techniques, if he or she needs to move to the kitchen area of the classroom for a lesson in 

food preparation. 

Students who are visually impaired with severe multiple disabilities are likely to be 

physically and/or cognitively incapable of performing the standard two-point touch technique 

with a long cane. This is not to say, however, that they cannot leam to use a cane to provide 

them with protection and information about the environment as they move about 

independently, or semi-independently, with supervision and occasional assistance. As 
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McCloskey Gamble (1980) suggested, in discussing leamers with visual impairments and 

cerebral palsy, "[i]t is more important for a client to have good coverage with the cane than 

to have perfect technique" (p. 450). What matters is that the student is safe and comfortable, 

and able to move about as independently as possible. This should be the ultimate goal of any 

orientation and mobility program. 

A Rationale for Cane Use bv Young Children 

In a landmark article, Pogrund and Rosen (1989) examine the issue of teaching the 

use of a long cane to preschool-aged blind children, an issue that is strongly related to cane 

use by persons with severe disabilities. Traditionally, early cane use has been discouraged 

for several reasons, which the authors address. First, it has been argued that young children 

lack the motor control and coordination necessary to perform perfect two-point touch 

technique. However, holding the cane in front of oneself in an adapted diagonal technique 

with a dropped arm does not require a great deal of motor ability, and still allows the cane to 

act as a bumper (for protection and detection of obstacles), and a probe (to allow the child to 

explore the environment). Thus, the use of a cane by a young child does not, as has been 

argued, act as a barrier between the child and the environment, thereby limiting hands-on 

experiences. In fact, it may have the opposite effect, increasing the child's awareness of 

objects, textures, sounds, etc., and stimulating the child's curiosity to leam more, while 

providing the child with a feeling of safety and self-confidence while he or she is exploring 

the environment. 
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A second argument against early cane use has been that young children who are 

visually impaired travel in a limited environment in their homes, yards, classrooms, schools, 

and playgrounds, and do not need canes because they know this environment well. However, 

the environment is dynamic. Furniture is moved around; toys are sometimes left on the floor; 

doors can be open or closed; other people move within the environment. There are many 

things a child may trip over or run into. Although a child may be able to travel effectively 

without a cane in a highly controlled environment such as his or her home, a cane can 

contribute to safety and grace of movement in other environments. Also, a cane lets sighted 

peers and adults know that the user is visually impaired, thus eliciting considerate behavior 

toward the child who is visually impaired. In addition, it is better for the child to gently 

contact another child with the cane, than to run headlong into the other child, which may be 

both awkward and dangerous. 

Third, it has been argued that teaching cane use to children who are unable to 

perform "correct" techniques results in learning bad habits that are hard to break when the 

child is older. Pogrund and Rosen (1989) point out that children are introduced to many 

other motor skills, such as using writing tools or eating utensils, before they are able to use 

them properly. Through practice and maturation, they are gradually able to master these 

skills over time. The same holds tme for cane use. 

If many of the traditionally-held "prerequisites" are not necessary, how does one 

decide that a child is ready to begin learning to use a cane? Pogrund and Rosen (1989) 

suggest that, for a child without additional physical disabilities, two motor abilities are 

necessary: (1) the ability to hold onto the cane somehow, and (2) the ability to walk without 
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assistance of another person or device for balance, with sufficient balance as to not require 

the use of the high- or medium-guard positions. It is not necessary that the child have any 

expressive or receptive language. Modeling, nonverbal communication, and physical 

prompting can be used to teach children who do not have these language abilities. Limited 

cognitive abilities are also no barrier to learning cane use-the awareness of objects in the 

immediate environment, object permanence, and a cause-and-effect understanding of the 

cane as a bumper for protection are all that is necessary. It might also be suggested that using 

a cane to explore the environment may facilitate the development of these cognitive 

abilities, even if they are not present before beginning cane instmction. The authors sum up 

by stating that "[a]lmost any blind child who is able to maintain balance while walking and 

who is able to hold a cane is a candidate for cane introduction, no matter what his or her 

cognitive or language abilities or level of concept development are" (Pogrund & Rosen, 

1989, p. 436). These guidelines clearly suggest that a cane is appropriate for a great many 

persons wiio are visually impaired and have severe multiple disabilities. 

Pogrund and Rosen (1989) also deal with strategies and techniques for cane 

introduction. They suggest a behavioral approach that involves shaping the skills slowly over 

time using reinforcement to arrive at closer and closer approximations of the goal technique. 

The child should first be introduced to the cane, and allowed to explore it. He or she might 

then be taught how to hold the cane while walking with a sighted guide. Teaching 

independent travel with the cane may begin by teaching the basic functions of the cane as a 

bumper and a probe, probably by allowing the child to experience locating objects and 

obstacles with the cane. 
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Standard techniques can be modified to take into account the child's cognitive and 

motor abilities. Pogrund and Rosen (1989) suggest a modified diagonal technique with the 

cane arm relaxed at the side, diagonal trailing, or constant-contact technique as alternatives 

to the standard two-point touch technique. The cane itself can also be adapted by adding a 

marshmallow tip which slides easily over rough surfaces and increases auditory feedback. 

Safety is, of course, a concem for anyone learning to use a cane. Pogrund and Rosen 

(1989) stress two basic safety mles: (1) the cane tip should be on the ground at all times, and 

(2) the cane should be in front of the child when he or she is walking. 

Although many adaptive mobility devices are commonly used with young children, 

Pogrund and Rosen (1989) recommend using a cane instead. Such objects as push toys, toy 

grocery carts, and hula hoops may provide the child with a bumper and a probe, but they are 

not appropriate outside of play settings. They are not objects that children would normally 

have with them all the time. In addition, they are usually bulky and awkward to maneuver. 

On the other hand, the cane is a lifelong tool for the child that is appropriate in all situations, 

and is a universally recognized symbol of blindness. Rather than starting with an adaptive 

mobility device and, at some point, making the transition to a cane, the authors suggest 

starting with the cane instead. 

Adaptive Mobility Devices 

Bosbach (1988) described a method for using a "hula hoop" as a precane mobility 

device for preschool children who are visually impaired. He found that the hoop had several 

advantages over other AMDs. It was symmetrical, and could be held by user without regard 
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to orientation or handedness. It contacted the ground at only one point, similarly to a cane. 

When held in both hands, the hoop was always at midline. The hoop was wide enough to 

protect the entire width of the user's body. Finally, the hoop was durable, and slid easily over 

most surfaces. However, a major disadvantage of the hoop was its size, which made it 

difficult to maneuver through doorways and narrow passageways. 

Foy, Kirchner and Waple (1991) found that the size and awkward shape of the "hula 

hoop" cane, and the difficulty one student had in pushing it over rough ground, made it 

necessary to modify it for their preschool students. The shape was changed from a circle to a 

tear-drop shape, by wrapping a band of tape around the middle of the hoop, to enable it to fit 

through doors more easily. After experimenting with other modifications, it was decided that 

a customized device, that could be tailored to the individual user, was necessary. The 

Connecticut precane was a device constmctedofwhite polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipe. It 

consisted of two side bars, measured to the subject's mid-chest height, a top bar long enough 

for the subject to hold onto it with both hands, and a bottom bar the length of the subject's 

shoulder width. A curved PVC runner was attached to the bottom of each side bar. The top 

bar was wrapped with black athletic equipment tape, to indicate where the device was to be 

held, and each side bar had a red strip at the bottom, similar to that on a long cane. 

Foy, Von Scheden and Waiculonis (1992) described a case study of a blind, 

5-year-old girl who was taught to use the Connecticut precane. A curriculum, designed 

for teaching the use of the precane, included holding the device, walking in open space, 

detecting and going around obstacles, negotiating stairs, route travel, and transitioning to 

cane use. The precane was designed for preschool children who "need optimal protection 
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to foster confidence in moving, but lack the kinesthetic awareness, motor control, mental 

discipline, and responsibility to achieve adequate cane usage in a reasonable time" (Foy, 

Von Scheden & Waiculonis, 1992, p. 178). Older children and adults who have severe 

developmental disabilities also need protection to foster confidence in moving, and have 

similar deficits in "kinesthetic awareness, motor control, mental discipline, and 

responsibility." It may, therefore, be suggested that the Connecticut precane, and other 

AMDs are of benefit to these individuals. However, because the precane is not widely 

recognized as an indicator of blindness, and may appear strange to members of the 

public, a standard long cane is preferable (Pogrund & Rosen, 1989). 

Most of the literature on the use of canes or AMDs by either preschool children or 

persons with multiple severe disabilities consists of either philosophical pieces, or anecdotal 

reports. While these give orientation and mobility specialists inspiration to try new methods, 

and valuable insight into what practitioners in the field are doing, they do not provide any 

empirical evidence as to what techniques are effective in working with these non-traditional 

cane users. However, Clarke, Sainato and Ward (1994) have recently conducted a study to 

compare the effectiveness of the long cane and a specific AMD (the Connecticut precane) in 

providing the user with protection from obstacles. The subjects were four preschool 

children, two boys and two girls, with severe visual disabilities, as a result of retinopathy of 

prematurity. Subjects ranged in age between 59 and 66 months at the beginning of the study. 

Although all were somewhat delayed in cognitive, motor and language skills, none were 

diagnosed as having any disabilities in addition to their visual impairments. Their visual 

functioning ranged from no light perception to acuity of 20/1200 in only one eye. All 
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subjects were fully ambulatory and had no diagnosed disabilities other than vision. None had 

received any previous instmction in the use of mobility devices. 

Instmction took place in an isolated section of hallway in each of two public schools. 

The hallway was not in use by other children during training. A walkway, 9 m (30 ft.) long 

and 60 cm (2 ft.) wide, was set up along one wall, bounded on the other side by a textured 

plastic nmner to help the subjects stay on the walking surface. Four plastic storage boxes, 

measuring 39 cm (15 in.) wide, 32 cm (13 in.) tall, and 26 cm (10 in.) deep, were placed 

along the walkway as obstacles. Their locations were varied from session to session. The 

end of the walkway used as the starting point was varied at random (Clarke et al., 1994). 

A single-subject altemating treatments design was used concurrently with each of the 

four subjects. A variation on the A-B-A design was used (A-A'-B-A'), with two separate 

baseline phases, followed by the intervention phase (altemating daily between the two 

devices), then a retum to Baseline 2 conditions using the more effective of the two devices. 

During each phase of the study, the child walked down and back along the 

intervention route. Baseline 1 involved walking with no mobility device. Baseline 2 was 

begun once the data for Baseline 1 became stable. The subjects used either a long cane or a 

precane, in alternate sessions, with no instmction in how to use the devices. In the Training 

phase, begun after data showed a stable pattem in Baseline 2, each subject received an eight-

minute instmctional session with each device for three consecutive days. This schedule was 

repeated throughout the training period. The Final Treatment phase occurred after training 

was completed and it had been determined which device had reduced the incidence of body 

contact to the greatest degree, while allowing the child's travel speed to remain relatively 
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stable. Daily procedures during this phase were identical to those in Baseline 2. Finally, 

Maintenance probes were taken as each subject used the more effective device, in the 

intervention setting, at three weeks and six weeks after the conclusion of the Final Treatment 

phase (Clarke et al., 1994). 

Body contact was defined as "any instance of direct physical contact of a child's foot 

or leg with an obstacle box on the walking surface while the child was in forward motion" (p. 

22). Clarke et al. (1994) found that, for each of the four subjects, the precane was more 

effective than the long cane in preventing body contacts. In addition, all four children used 

the precane more appropriately than the long cane. Less intervention by the teacher when the 

subjects were using the precane indicated a higher level of independence with that device. 

There was virtually no difference in travel speed when using one device or the other. These 

findings generalized to another setting within the school. 

Clarke et al. (1994) considered the social significance of using the precane and the 

long cane by surveying the children, their parents and classroom teachers. Parents and 

teachers rated the precane higher in terms of appearance and the children's travel 

performance. The children's preferences were mixed-two preferred the precane, one 

preferred the long cane, and the other was unable to respond because of his limited ability to 

make choices. 

Although the appearance ratings for the precane were high, there is still the question 

of the social appropriateness of the device, as discussed by Pogrund and Rosen (1989). The 

device is not widely recognized as an indicator of blindness, as is the long cane, and may 

make the user appear to the public to be more disabled than they in fact are. This, in addition 
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to the awkwardness of transporting the device in a vehicle or on public transit, and of 

maneuvering it through doorways, should be an important consideration when deciding upon 

an appropriate mobility device for an individual student. 

Cane Instmction for Persons with Multiple Disabilities 

Persons who are visually impaired and have additional disabilities, like preschool 

children with visual impairments, may have cognitive and motor difficulties that prevent 

them from using standard long cane techniques. Fisk (1986) stated that adapted 

techniques appropriate to their needs must be developed if they are to attain their full 

potential for independent travel. He recommended the use of a cane with a marshmallow 

tip, and constant-contact technique, to provide the user with optimum protection without 

the necessity for adroit cane manipulation. The marshmallow cane tip, developed for use 

by persons with developmental disabilities by Pete Wurzburger of San Francisco State 

University, is a cylindrical nylon tip with beveled edges, approximately 3 cm (1.2 in.) in 

diameter and 3 cm (1.2 in.) long, which slides onto a standard cane tip. It glides easily 

over rough surfaces when the cane user is employing a technique, such as diagonal or 

constant-contact, that involves keeping the cane in contact with the walking surface. 

Constant-contact technique involves moving the cane from side to side, by sliding the tip 

along the ground, to cover the width of the cane user's body. 

Sixteen adult clients, presumably without severe developmental disabilities, who 

used marshmallow tips, were surveyed by telephone as to their degree of satisfaction with 

the performance of the marshmallow tip. The response was favorable, with most 
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respondents reporting that the tip was easier to move and less likely to stick in cracks 

than the standard tip. Seven of the respondents also felt that it gave them a feeling of 

confidence and security. Although Fisk (1986) limited his discussion to constant-contact 

technique, the marshmallow tip also can be used in conjunction with a modified diagonal 

cane technique, by persons who may lack the motor or cognitive abilities to perform 

constant-contact technique. 

Chen and Smith (1992) describe a program instituted in the special education school 

of a private agency that served 24 children who were visually impaired and had additional 

disabilities. Nineteen of the students were totally blind or had minimal light perception, and 

the majority were non-verbal. Twenty of the students received orientation and mobility 

training, both on campus and in the community. Students were taught to use sighted guide, 

trailing, squaring off, and body protection. Eleven of the students were taught cane travel. 

Although previous orientation and mobility specialists had taught diagonal technique, 

the instmctor involved in the program during the time described in the article preferred 

constant-contact technique, which involves sliding the cane along the ground from side-to-

side-a more advanced technique, both cognitively and motorically-because the instmctor 

felt it could be used in open areas as well as for trailing walls. The first step was for the 

students to hold onto the cane without dropping it while walking in open space. The proper 

grip was not emphasized. Each student received much practice and was allowed to run into 

walls and other obstacles with his or her cane many times, in order to leam the functional use 

of the cane as a bumper. By the end of the school year, 11 of the students had been 

introduced to the cane, while 2 of them used their canes in their daily routines. 
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Pogrund and Rosen (1989) recognized the need for research into the most appropriate 

techniques and sequence of cane instmction, and the development of alternative cane 

techniques for preschool children who may not have the cognitive or motor skills necessary 

to master standard cane techniques. Individuals who are visually impaired and have severe 

developmental disabilities, who also lack these cognitive and motor skills, may benefit from 

adapted cane techniques and instmctional methods. Fisk (1986) described a technique he 

had used with his clients with multiple disabilities. Several years later, however, there is still 

a dearth of research in the areas of cane techniques and instmctional methods. However, the 

study by Clarke et al. (1994) has begun the empirical analysis of training in the use of canes 

and AMDs by persons who had previously been considered unable to leam to use a long 

cane. Single-subject research designs, such as the one used by Clarke et al., are particularly 

well-suited to research in this area, for several reasons. First, single-subject design allows the 

researcher to focus on the individual leamer, rather than on a group of leamers. Therefore, it 

is an appropriate research design to use when assessing the effectiveness of the 

individualized instmction that characterizes orientation and mobility training. Second, it 

allows the researcher to implement and evaluate a method of instmction, on an ongoing, 

usually daily, basis, and to monitor a subject's progress closely. The subject's progress, or 

lack thereof, as result of an intervention, is readily apparent. Interventions that work are 

continued and built upon, while those that do not work are discontinued and others are 

introduced. Finally, the techniques used in single-subject research lend themselves to being 

used by orientation and mobility specialists v^en working with their own students. Thus the 

results of a single-subject design study can be valuable to practitioners, by providing them 
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not only with orientation and mobility techniques that may work for their students, but also 

with a method of assessing how well their students leam these techniques. 
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CHAPTERm 

METHODOLOGY 

Subjects 

The subjects were four female high school students, between the ages of 17 and 21, 

who were blind or severely visually impaired. Their visual impairment was serious enough 

to have a functional effect on their mobility, i.e., it affected their ability or willingness to 

walk independently within the school environment, over routes they regularly traveled with 

assistance, during their daily routines. In other words, their visual impairment was such that 

they would have been considered prospective cane users if they had had no other disability. 

An orientation and mobility assessment was conducted on each subject by the 

primary researcher, in order to determine the subject's functional vision for orientation and 

mobility purposes, and to determine whether she could benefit from the use of a long cane. 

In particular, the subject's ability to detect objects in her path, stairs and other changes in 

level, doorways, and intersecting hallways was assessed. 

The subjects were also diagnosed as having severe developmental disabilities, and 

attended classes for students with developmental disabilities within the public or Catholic 

school systems, in Ontario, Canada. Although two of the subjects had physical disabilities as 

a result of cerebral palsy, each subject was ambulatory and capable of holding onto the grip 

of a long cane with her dominant hand. The subjects had not previously received any 

training in the use of the long cane. 
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Signed consent forms (see Appendix A) were obtained for each subject Subjects 

were not paid for their participation. 

Subject 1 

Subject 1 was a 20-year-old female with cortical visual impairment and severe 

developmental disabilities. She also had cerebral palsy, which resulted in a restriction in the 

use of her right arm and leg. 

According to a report by her ophthalmologist. Subject 1 had cortical visual 

impairment, resulting in variable fixation in each eye and a visual field loss. Visual acuity 

scores were not given, but her vision was described as severely impaired and variable. This 

is consistent with a diagnosis of cortical visual impairment. 

An orientation and mobility assessment was conducted. According to Subject 1 's 

teacher, her vision was inconsistent. That is, obstacles she appeared to see and walk around 

one day, she would run into the next. Also, she seemed to see familiar objects, such as her 

wheelchair, easily, yet not see other objects that were larger and closer. This inconsistency 

was home out by the orientation and mobility assessment. She seldom walked around 

obstacles located at waist level or below, unless she was walking with her head down, 

looking at the floor directly in front of her feet. In order for her to travel safely and 

independently within the school, it was necessary for her to have a method, such as a cane, of 

detecting low obstacles, while looking up and ahead to locate landmarks along the route. 

Although a cane would have been beneficial to her, she had received no previous training in 

the use of a cane. 
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Subject 1 was severely developmentally disabled. She was non-verbal; however, she 

did possess some receptive language. She was able to follow simple directions provided she 

was familiar with the task. 

Subject 1 was able to walk independently, without any additional physical support for 

up to 20 minutes at a time. She was able to grasp a cane with her left hand. 

Subject 1 attended a public high school in a self-contained class for students with 

severe developmental disabilities. 

Subject 2 

Subject 2 was a 21-year-old female who was blind and had severe developmental 

disabilities. She also had autistic tendencies, but was not diagnosed as autistic. She had no 

physical disabilities. 

According to a report by her ophthalmologist. Subject 2 had "cortical blindness," 

resulting in her having no light perception in either eye. 

An orientation and mobility assessment was conducted. Due to her blindness. 

Subject 2 was unable to locate obstacles in her path reliably, although she appeared to sense 

the presence of some obstacles at face level. She sometimes shuffled her feet to locate stairs 

when she was in a familiar area and stairs were nearby. Although a cane would have been of 

benefit to her, she had received no previous training in the use of a cane. 

Subject 2 was severely developmentally disabled. She had no expressive language; 

however, her receptive language was at a higher level. She was able to follow simple 

directions provided she was familiar with the task. 
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Subject 2 was able to walk independently. She was able to grasp a cane with her 

dominant (right) hand. 

Subject 2 attended a high school for students with developmental disabilities within a 

public school system. 

Subject 3 

Subject 3 was a 20-year-old female who was visually impaired and had severe 

developmental disabilities. She also had cerebral palsy, which resulted in a restriction in the 

use of her left arm and leg. 

According to a report by her ophthahnologist. Subject 3 was severely visually 

impaired as a result of optic atrophy. Visually evoked potentials indicated a potential acuity 

of 20/1000. She also had a central visual field loss. 

An orientation and mobility assessment was conducted. Subject 3 was very active 

and enjoyed walking, although she appeared hesitant when walking in unfamiliar areas. She 

tended to walk with her head down, looking at the floor, directly in front of her feet. When 

her head was up, she could see, and verbally identify landmarks, provided she was close 

enough to them. For example, she could locate a red Coke machine at a distance of 10 m (33 

ft.). In order for her to travel safely and independently within the school, which she clearly 

was motivated to do, it was necessary for her to have a method, such as a cane, of detecting 

obstacles on the floor, while looking up and ahead to locate landmarks along the route. 

Although a cane would have been beneficial to her, she had received no previous training in 

the use of a cane. 
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Subject 3 was severely developmentally disabled However, she was verbal and had 

sufficient receptive language to allow her to follow simple directions and to leam simple, 

new skills with relative ease. 

Subject 3 was able to walk independently, without any additional physical support. 

She was able to grasp a cane with her right hand. 

Subject 3 attended a Catholic high school in a self-contained class for students with 

severe developmental disabilities. 

Subject 4 

Subject 4 was a 17-year-old female who was visually impaired and had severe 

developmental disabilities. She was also diagnosed as autistic. She had no physical 

disabilities. 

According to a report by her ophthalmologist. Subject 4 was visually impaired as a 

result of "retinopathy," left exotropia and amblyopia. In her left eye, she had form 

perception only. She also had a visual field loss in both eyes. 

An orientation and mobility assessment was conducted. According to Subject 4's 

teacher, her visual acuity was quite good; however, she generally was reluctant to walk 

independently, and when she did walk independently, she would often stumble over 

obstacles in her path. During observations by the primary researcher, she tended to hold onto 

the arm or hand of a sighted guide while walking. When walking with a sighted guide, she 

held her head up and looked in front of her. When walking independently, she looked down 

at the floor, directly in front of her feet, and walked very slowly and careftilly. In order for 
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her to travel safely and independently within the school, it was necessary for her to have a 

method, such as a cane, of detecting obstacles on the floor, while looking up and ahead to 

locate landmarks along the route. Although a cane would have been beneficial to her, she 

had received no previous training in the use of a cane. 

Subject 4 was severely developmentally disabled She was non-verbal; however, she 

did possess some receptive language. She was able to follow simple directions provided she 

was familiar with the task. 

Subject 4 was able to walk independently, without any additional physical assistance. 

She was able to grasp a cane with her dominant (right) hand 

Subject 4 attended a public high school in a self-contained class for students with 

severe developmental disabilities. 

Setting 

Baseline and intervention sessions were conducted in a long straight hallway in each 

subjects school, at a time of day when no other students were present. If a straight hallway 

of sufficient length and functional purpose was unavailable, a simple L-shaped route was 

used. Each subject had a functional purpose in traveling the route, so that she was reinforced 

at the end of the route, either with a tangible reinforcer, such as a drink from a soft drink 

machine, or with an activity that the subject enjoyed. Generalization probes were taken in 

each school, over a different route that was functional for each subject, such as the route to 

the bus or the cafeteria. It was essential that each of these functional routes be traveled at an 

appropriate time. During the generalization probes, other students were often present in the 
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hallway. For example, the student should be walking to the cafeteria at lunch time. The 

floors in each of the hallways had smooth, non-carpeted surfaces. 

Subject 1 

Intervention for Subject 1 was conducted at the beginning of her daily physical 

education class, along a straight 25 m (80 ft.) hallway leading to the gymnasium. As she 

enjoyed the activities in physical education class, the route was not only functional, but also 

motivating for her. When she arrived at the end of the route, she was reinforced with an 

enjoyable activity, e.g., bouncing a basketball. 

Generalization sessions were held along a straight 40 m (130 ft.) hallway between the 

gymnasium and the lunchroom. She traveled this route as a part of her daily routine at the 

end of the physical education class, which was also the beginning of lunch hour. When 

Subject 1 arrived at the lunchroom, she was given her lunch. 

Subject 2 

Intervention with Subject 2 occurred in a community center where she was enrolled 

in a summer program for students with developmental disabilities. Intervention sessions 

occurred along a straight 40 m (130 ft.) hallway leading from her classroom to a common 

room where she could obtain a can of juice from a vending machine. Sessions took place at 

her usual break time. 

Generalization probes were taken along a 35 m (115 ft.), L-shaped hallway from the 

classroom to the outside door of the building, as Subject 2 walked to catch the bus at the end 
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of the day. Although the route was not a straight one, it was an easy one for her to travel, by 

walking toward the primary researcher's voice. 

Subject 3 

Since Subject 3 was a very fast walker, a longer route was required for her than for 

the other subjects. Therefore, an L-shaped route, 75 m (250 ft.) in length, between the 

classroom and a Coke machine, was chosen as the intervention route. Although the route was 

not a straight one, it was an easy one for her to travel, and she was able to attend to both her 

cane technique and the prompts of the primary researcher. Intervention occurred at her usual 

break time. Purchasing a drink, that she could enjoy during her break, was reinforcing for 

her. 

Generalization sessions were held along a 60 m (200 ft.), L-shaped hallway from the 

classroom to the front door of the school, as Subject 3 walked to catch the bus at the end of 

the day. 

Subject 4 

Intervention sessions for Subject 4 occurred along a straight, 30 m (100 ft.) hallway 

from the classroom to the washroom at her usual time for toileting, before going home on the 

bus. Having her personal care needs looked after was reinforcing for her. 

Generalization probes were taken, along the same route, in the reverse direction, as 

Subject retumed to the classroom to prepare to go home on the bus. 
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Materials 

Each subject was provided with a folding long cane of the appropriate length. The 

cane was measured by having the subject stand erect, and placing the tip of the cane on the 

floor with the shaft extending vertically along the midline of the subject's body. The top of 

the grip reached a point approximately 5 cm (2 irt) above the base of the subject's stemum. 

A round marshmallow tip was attached over the end of the standard tip, in order to allow the 

tip to glide more easily over uneven surfaces. This adaptation is one commonly used by 

persons with multiple disabilities. 

Dependent Measure 

The dependent measure was the percentage of 5-second intervals during which the 

subject exhibited the target behavior throughout the entire interval. 

The goal of this intervention was to increase the subject's independence in moving 

about the school, by teaching her to use a modified diagonal cane technique. In order to be 

independent in the use of a cane, a subject must hold onto it over the duration of the route 

and maintain it in a position in front of her that will afford a degree of protection. The 

method of grasping the cane, and the position of the cane should approximate those specified 

for the standard diagonal cane technique. That is, the cane should be held in front of the 

subject in her dominant hand, which should be in front of her dominant-side hip. The cane 

should be grasped as if shaking hands. Either the thumb or the forefinger should be pointed 

along the shaft toward the tip of the cane, and the other digits should be wrapped around the 

grip. The cane should extend diagonally, at a 45 degree angle, toward the non-dominant side 
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so that the tip touches the floor in front of, and 5 cm (2 in.) outside the shoulder (Jacobson, 

1993). 

During the baseline and initial intervention (holding cane) phases for each subject, 

the observer determined whether the subject was holding onto her cane at all times during 

each 5-second interval (the target behavior). The target behavior for subsequent intervention 

phases varied depending upon each subject's performance, but in all cases included holding 

onto her cane at all times, as well as other criteria which reflected a shaping of the behavior 

so that the cane grasp and the position of the cane approached the ideal. 

Measurement and Observation Procedures 

Each subject was observed on a daily basis during the baseline and intervention 

phases while the primary researcher implemented the intervention procedures. In addition, 

weekly generalization probes were conducted in the generalization setting, with the primary 

researcher acting as the observer. 

Interval recording was employed, with the length of time required to complete the 

route divided into 5-second intervals. A subject's score was the percentage of 5-second 

intervals during which she exhibited the target behavior throughout the duration of the entire 

route. The observer used a recording form (see Appendix B), and indicated, by using either a 

check mark or an "x", whether or not the subject met the target criteria for each 5-second 

interval. 
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A Sony Walkman portable tape recorder, with headphones and a timing tape, was 

used in timing the intervals. The tape recorder was activated by the observer at the beginning 

of the session, when cued to do so by the primary researcher. On the tape, the end of each 

5-second interval was indicated by an announcement of the elapsed time (e.g., "5", "10", 

"15"... "1 minute", "1:05"...). At the same time as the end of an interval was armounced, 

the observer marked the corresponding box on the recording sheet with either a check mark 

or an "x". 

For each of the subjects, the observer during baseline and intervention sessions was 

an educational assistant working in the subject's class at school. The observer was trained by 

the primary researcher prior to the begirming of the baseline phase. Each observer was 

trained in the use of the tape recorder and the timing tape, and was taught that the subject 

was to be credited with meeting the criteria for an interval only if the target behavior was 

maintained throughout the entire interval. Also, the observers were taught the criteria for 

determining whether or not the target behavior was being performed. During the baseline 

and initial intervention phases, in which the target behavior was holding onto the cane, the 

observer was to determine, by watching the subject, whether or not the cane was in the 

subject's hand During subsequent intervention phases, in which a proper grasp or a 

specified cane position was also required, the observer was to determine if the subject was 

holding the cane by watching the subject, but could rely on the primary researcher's cues to 

the subject to determine if the other criteria were met. For example, if the primary researcher 

gave the subject the verbal cue "Cane down," this indicated to the observer that the target 

behavior was not being performed After the subject's cane tip was retumed to the 
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prescribed position, (in contact with the floor) the primary researcher said "Good!" to the 

subject, cueing the observer that the subject was once again performing the target behavior. 

Anecdotal records of each subject's performance were also kept by the primary 

researcher on a daily basis. These records included observations made during the session, of 

the subject's cane technique and other behavior. Also, factors, such as health, tiredness, and 

mood, that may have affected the subject's performance were discussed. 

Reliabilitv 

Interobserver agreement was assessed on approximately 20% of the total number of 

sessions in the intervention setting for each subject. A second observer, who had undergone 

the same training as the first observer, also observed the subject, recording her observations 

on a recording form that was identical to the one used by the first observer (see Appendix B). 

The two observers were cautioned not to look at one another's recording forms during the 

session. To ensure that timing was consistent for the two observers, one tape recorder with 

two headphones was used. 

Point-by-point interobserver agreement was calculated for each session. If an 

agreement score of less than 90% was obtained, the main observer was retrained in 

observation and recording procedures. 

Procedural reliability was also assessed on approximately 20% of the sessions. The 

observer was either an orientation and mobility specialist or teacher of students with visual 

impairments who was taught the procedures that the primary researcher was to use in each 

phase. If the subject dropped her cane, the observer indicated with a check mark or an "x", 
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on a recording form (see Appendix C), whether or not the primary researcher correctly 

performed each of the necessary components of the prompting procedure. Details of the 

prompting procedure are described in the section entitled "hitervention Procedure." In 

intervention phases in which grasp or cane position was also a component of the target 

behavior, whenever the subject held the cane with an incorrect grasp, or moved the cane 

away from the prescribed position, the observer used the recording form in Appendix D. 

Procedural reliability was calculated as the percentage of components of the 

prompting procedure performed correctly. It was determined that a reliability coefficient of 

90% was required 

Design 

A multiple treatment design (A-B-B'-B") was used. The B' and B" conditions reflect 

the addition of grasp and/or positional components to the dependent measure in the B phase. 

The number of B' conditions varied according to each subject's abilities and progress. 

Intervention Procedure 

Baseline and intervention sessions were held daily, on those days when school was in 

session for students. Weekends, holidays, and staff professional development days were 

excluded. 

Prior to beginning the baseline phase, the subject was introduced to the cane. She 

was told that it was her cane and she was to hold it when walking in the hall with the primary 

researcher. She was allowed to explore the cane to become familiar with its characteristics 
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and components. The subject's ability to pick up her cane was also assessed, as this skill was 

a component of the mtervention procedure. The cane was placed on the floor approximately 

20 cm (8 in.) in front of her feet. She was given a verbal direction to pick up her cane. If she 

did not begin to do so after 5 seconds, she was guided hand-over-hand in bending down, and 

locating and picking up her cane. 

Baseline Phase 

During the baseline and all intervention phases, the subject was given her cane at the 

beginning of the route, and assisted in assuming a "handshake" grasp, and moving the cane 

to a modified diagonal position. With the handshake grasp, the subject extended either the 

thumb or the forefinger, whichever seemed most natural for her, along the grip of the cane 

toward the tip. The modified diagonal position consisted of holding the cane in the dominant 

hand, with the arm relaxed at the subject's side, and the hand beside her dominant-side hip. 

The shaft of the cane extended in front of her, at a 45 degree angle toward her non-dominant 

side, with the tip resting on the ground in front of, or slightly outside, her non-dominant-side 

shoulder. The subject then walked, while holding the cane, from one end of the intervention 

hallway to the other, in order to arrive at a particular location that was meaningful to her. 

The primary researcher walked in front of the subject, out of her reach, and talked to the 

subject as she walked, to provide a line of direction, and to encourage the subject to continue 

walking. Phrases such as "Come this way," or "Good work," were used. With some 

subjects, it was necessary to lightly contact, from time to time, the subject's free hand (the 

one not holding the cane), in order to give the subject the confidence to continue walking. 
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The degree of contact varied among subjects, and ranged from an occasional light touch on 

the back of the subject's hand to the subject's holding onto the primary researcher's hand for a 

brief period of time. 

During the baseline phase, the subject was handed the cane at the beginning of the 

route, and assisted in holding it with a "handshake" grasp, and moving it to the modified 

diagonal position. The primary researcher then withdrew from contact and instmcted the 

subject to begin walking. As previously mentioned, some contact may have been maintained 

if necessary. The target behavior consisted of holding onto the cane while walking along the 

prescribed route. If the subject dropped the cane, the primary researcher picked it up, placed 

it in her hand, and assisted her in moving it to the prescribed position. While the subject was 

walking, and holding onto the cane, the primary researcher did not prompt or assist her to 

hold the cane in any particular position. 

During baseline and all intervention phases, generalization probes were taken on a 

weekly basis in the generalization setting. The subject walked the route with an adult staff 

member who worked with her on a regular basis and knew her well. The adult staff member 

employed the same methods as the primary researcher used during baseline. The primary 

researcher acted as the observer and recorded his observations on the form included in 

Appendix B. 

It should be noted that, if the subject held onto the cane for at least 90% of the total 

number of intervals during each session of baseline, this phase was not, in fact, a tme 

baseline. If the target behavior was mastered during baseline, there would have been no need 

for any intervention. Instead, for subjects who master the "holding cane" skill without any 
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intervention, this phase may be considered a preliminary data-gathering phase, rather than a 

tme baseline. 

First Intervention Phase 

After stable data had been obtained over three successive days, the first phase of 

intervention was begun. If the subject had not held onto the cane for at least 90% of the 

intervals during each session of baseline, the target behavior consisted, as it had during 

baseline, of holding onto the cane while walking along the prescribed route. It was not 

necessary that the cane be held in a prescribed position. The procedure was the same as in 

baseline, except that, if the subject dropped the cane, she was required to pick it up before 

she was allowed to continue walking. First, the subject was instmcted to stop. Then, the 

cane was placed on the floor directly in front of the subject. To have the subject walk to 

wherever the cane may have landed might have dismpted the momentum of the subject's 

walking toward the objective. Next, she was given the verbal prompt" , pick up your 

cane." If she did not begin to pick up the cane within 5 seconds, the subject was assisted, 

hand-over-hand, in locating and picking up the cane. When picking up the cane, the subject 

was allowed to hold onto, or lean on, the primary researcher, if this was necessary to 

maintain her balance. After the cane was picked up, the primary researcher assisted the 

subject in moving it to the prescribed position, if necessary. The first phase of intervention 

continued until the target behavior (holding the cane) was exhibited during at least 90% of 

the total number of intervals and data remained stable over three successive days. 
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For Subject 1, as a result of the assessment of her ability to pick up the cane, an 

adaptation was made to the intervention procedure. When instmcted to pick up the cane, as 

her hand approached within approximately 15 cm (6 in.) of the floor, she tended to lie down 

on the floor, rather than grasp the cane and retum to an upright position. She would not stand 

up unless physically assisted by lifting her by her underarms from behind. To have her lie 

down in the school hallway and be picked up by the primary researcher may have had two 

effects. It may have interfered with her completing the route, and, perhaps most importantly, 

it likely would have affected negatively the way in which she was perceived by other students 

and staff members. Therefore, as Subject 1 bent down to pick up her cane, the primary 

researcher raised the grip of the cane 15 cm (6 in.) off the floor to meet her hand. 

However, if the subject had held onto the cane for at least 90% of the intervals during 

each session of baseline (or more correctly, the preliminary data-gathering phase) the first 

intervention phase was dispensed with, and instmction moved directly into the second 

intervention phase. 

Second Intervention Phase 

In the second intervention phase, the intervention was the same as in the "holding 

cane" phase, with the addition of a grasp or cane position component. If the subject did not 

consistently maintain an appropriate grasp during the previous phase, as indicated in the 

anecdotal records kept by the primary researcher, the target behavior during the second 

treatment phase was holding onto the cane while walking along the prescribed route, using 

an appropriate grasp. An appropriate grasp was defined as "grasping the cane as if shaking 
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hands, with either the thumb or the forefinger pointing along the shaft toward the tip of the 

cane, and the other digits wrapped around the grip." As in all previous phases, the subject 

was handed the cane as the beginning of the route, and assisted in holding it with a 

"handshake" grasp, and moving it to the modified diagonal position. If the subject dropped 

her cane, she was prompted, as before, to pick up her cane. If she transferred her cane to her 

other hand, or if she shifted her grasp to an inappropriate grasp, she was given the verbal 

prompt" , hold your cane properly." If the subject did not resume an appropriate grasp 

within 2 seconds, a physical prompt was given. She was guided, hand-over-hand to hold the 

cane with an appropriate grasp. 

If the subject had consistently maintained an appropriate grasp during the first 

intervention phase, as indicated in the anecdotal records kept by the primary researcher, the 

target behavior during the second intervention phase included a positional component. The 

subject was to hold onto the cane while walking and to maintain the cane in a specified 

position. The position specified depended upon the subject's performance in previous 

phases, as indicated in the anecdotal records kept by the primary researcher. Positions were 

to be mastered in the following order: 

- Cane tip in contact with the floor, 

- Cane tip in front of the subject and within an angle of 90 degrees to either 

side of midline, 

- Cane tip in front of the subject and within an angle of 60 degrees to either 

side of midline. 
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- Cane tip in front of the subject and between midline and an angle of 60 

degrees from midline toward the non-dominant side. 

If a subject did not maintain her cane tip on the floor in previous phases, the target 

behavior during the second intervention phase was to hold onto the cane, and keep the tip of 

the cane in contact with the floor, while walking along the prescribed route. For subjects 1,2 

and 4, this was the target behavior in second intervention phase. If the cane was lifted off the 

floor for more than 2 seconds, the verbal prompt" , cane down" was given. If the 

subject did not place her cane tip on the floor within 2 seconds, minimal physical guidance 

was given to move the cane tip down. When giving guidance, the primary researcher pressed 

his hand lightly on back of subject's hand, without grasping the subject's hand. When the cane 

tip was retumed to the floor, the primary researcher said "Good!" to reinforce the subject and 

to cue the observer that the subject had resumed the target behavior. 

If a subject maintained her cane tip on the floor in previous phases, the target 

behavior during the second intervention phase was to hold onto the cane in front of the 

subject in a position that approximates the modified diagonal position, while walking along 

the prescribed route. For Subject 3, the target behavior was to hold onto the cane, with the 

cane tip in front of her, and between midline and an angle of 60 degrees from midline 

toward her non-dominant side, while walking along the prescribed route. If the cane was 

moved outside the prescribed range for more than 2 seconds, a verbal prompt of" , 

move your cane over" was given. If the subject did not do so within 2 seconds, minimal 

physical guidance was given to move the cane into the target area. When giving guidance, 

the primary researcher pressed his hand lightly on back of subject's hand, without grasping 
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the subject's hand. When the cane was retumed to the prescribed position, the primary 

researcher said "Good!" to reinforce the subject and to cue the observer that the subject had 

resumed the target behavior. 

Hierarchv of Skill Development 

In summary, the component skills of the modified cane technique are to be mastered 

in the following order: 

1 Holding onto the cane for the duration of the route, with the cane being 

placed back in the subject's hand when dropped-^Tlolding Cane." 

2. Holding onto the cane for the duration of the route, with the subject being 

prompted to pick up the cane after dropping it~"Holding Cane with 

Prompts." 

3. Employing an appropriate grasp while holding onto the cane for the 

duration of the route~"Using Proper Grasp." 

4. Maintaining the cane tip in contact with the floor, and employing an 

appropriate grasp while holding onto the cane for the duration of the 

route-"Keeping Tip on Floor." 

5. Cane tip in front of the subject and within an angle of 90 degrees to either 

side of midline, while maintaining the cane tip in contact with the floor, 

employing an appropriate grasp, and holding onto the cane for the 

duration of the route-"Shaping Position I." 
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6. Cane tip in front of the subject and within an angle of 60 degrees to either 

side of midline, while maintaining the cane tip in contact with the floor, 

employing an appropriate grasp, and holding onto the cane for the 

duration of the route-"Shaping Position 2." 

7. While maintaining the cane tip in contact with the floor, employing an 

appropriate grasp, and holding onto the cane for the duration of the 

route-"Shaping Position 3." 
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CHAPTER rv 

RESULTS 

The change in level of the dependent variable between adjacent phases and within 

phases was calculated (Tawney & Gast, 1984). Trends within each intervention phase were 

determined using the split-middle method (Tawney & Gast, 1984). Also, the percentage of 

overiap of data point values, between baseline and the first intervention phase, and, for 

Subject 4, between two adjacent intervention phases, was calculated (Tawney & Gast, 1984). 

Subject 1 

For Subject 1, in the first intervention phase, the intervention had an immediate, 

increasing effect (see Figure 1), when compared to baseline, on the percentage of 5-second 

intervals during which she exhibited the target behavior of holding the cane. During 

baseline, it was observed that she employed an appropriate grasp. Therefore, the second 

intervention phase involved establishing the skill of maintaining the cane tip in contact with 

the floor. During this phase, the intervention resulted in an increase in the percentage of 

intervals during which she exhibited the target behavior. 

During baseline, the dependent variable was at a low level, and a descending, 

contratherapeutic trend was observed. That is. Subject 1 held onto her cane during a low 

percentage of intervals, and the percentage was declining throughout baseline. 

Between the end of baseline and the beginning of the first intervention phase, there 

was a therapeutic increase of 45.1%, from 0.0% to 45.1%, in the level of the dependent 
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variable. This change was abmpt and indicated a powerful effect of the intervention, and 

strong experimental control. Within the first intervention phase, an improving, ascending 

trend was observed, as the level of the dependent variable increased by 46.1% from 45.1% to 

91.2%. There was a 0.0% overiap in data points between baseline and the first intervention 

phase, further demonstrating the effectiveness of the intervention in increasing the target 

behavior of holding onto the cane while walking the length of the route. Anecdotal records 

indicated that, in the initial sessions of the first intervention phase. Subject 1 did not respond 

within 5 seconds to verbal prompts to pick her cane up, and required physical prompting. 

However, by session 9, she was picking her cane up after a verbal prompt most of the time. 
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Figure 1. Percentage of Intervals During which 
Subject 1 Continuously Performed 
Target Behavior 
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A therapeutic increase in the dependent variable was also observed in generalization 

probes, as the level increased 34.4%, from 0.0% to 34.4, between baseline and the first 

intervention phase. Within the first intervention phase, a further increase in generalization 

probes was seen as the level of the dependent variable improved by 65.6%, from 34.4% to 

100.0%. 

In each of sessions 13 through 15, Subject 1 achieved scores in excess of 90%, thus 

satisfying the criterion for mastery of the target behavior (holding onto the cane). Therefore, 

she moved on to the second intervention phase. 

Session 16 was canceled because of the absence of the observer, and the second 

intervention phase began with session 17. In this phase, a positional component (maintaining 

the tip of the cane on the floor) was added to the target behavior, making it more difficult for 

the subject to perform, and resulting in an immediate decrease in the dependent variable. 

However, an ascending, therapeutic trend was observed within this phase, as the level of the 

dependent variable increased by 38.8%, from 55.8% to 84.6%. Intervention was 

discontinued after session 28 because of the end of the school year. Although the 90% 

criterion for mastery was not achieved in the second intervention phase. Subject 1 had 

exceeded 83.3% in each of the last four sessions in which intervention took place. Anecdotal 

records indicated that she did not respond consistently to verbal "Cane down" prompts and 

frequently required physical prompting. 

Generalization probes during the second intervention phase indicated an increase in 

level of the dependent variable by 28.4%, from 59.1% in session 19 to 87.5% in session 26. 
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Point-by-point interobserver agreement was calculated at 95.2% over 20% of the 

sessions. Procedural reliability, in 20% of the sessions, was assessed at 100.0%. 

Subject 2 

For Subject 2, the intervention in the first intervention phase had a therapeutic effect, 

when compared to baseline, on the percentage of 5-second intervals during which she 

exhibited the target behavior of holding the cane (see Figure 2). In the second intervention 

phase, the level of the dependent variable remained high and stable, even though a grasp 

component had been added to the target behavior. Similarly, in the third intervention phase, 

the intervention resulted in an increase in the percentage of intervals during which the subject 

maintained her cane tip in contact with the floor. 

During baseline, the dependent variable was at a high level, but a descending, 

contratherapeutic trend was observed, and the percentage of intervals during which she held 

onto her cane declined below the 90% mastery criterion, albeit only slightly, to 89.7%, in 

session 3. Because of the deteriorating trend, and because picking up one's cane is an 

important skill to leam for its own sake, the first intervention phase was conmienced. 

Between the end of baseline and the beginning of the first intervention phase, the 

level of the dependent variable increased only 0.3%, from 89.7% to 90.0%. However, an 

ascending, therapeutic trend was observed within the first intervention phase, as the level of 

the dependent variable increased by 10.0%, from 90.0% to 100.0%. This trend, as well as 

the 33.3% overiap in data points between baseline and the first intervention phase, indicated 

that there was experimental control and the intervention did have the desired effect. On the 
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m 

occasion that the subject dropped her cane during this phase, she picked it up after a 

physical prompt. There was also a therapeutic increase (12.9%, from 87.1% to 100.0%) i 

the level of the dependent variable between the generalization probes taken in session 3 of 

baseline and session 6. 
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During baseline and the first intervention phase, the anecdotal records kept by the 

primary researcher indicated that, although Subject 2 held onto her cane, she did not do so 

with a consistent, appropriate grasp. On several occasions, she shifted from the "handshake" 

grasp to an inverted grasp in which she held the cane with her thumb oriented toward the top 

of the grip rather than toward the tip of the cane. Also, at various times, she transferred her 
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cane from her right hand to her left hand and back again, often inverting her grasp in the 

process. Therefore, in the second intervention phase, the target behavior was established as 

holding onto the cane using an appropriate grasp. A high, stable level of the dependent 

variable was observed during sessions 7 through 9, with the subject surpassing the 90% 

criterion for mastery. A physical prompt to employ an appropriate grasp was required only 

once. Subsequently, only a verbal prompt was needed. In a generalization probe taken in 

session 9, she held onto the cane with the appropriate grasp for 100.0% of the intervals. 

Because Subject 2 had quickly reached the mastery criteria for the target behaviors in 

the first and second intervention phases, a third intervention phase was begun. The target 

behavior consisted of holding onto the cane with an appropriate grasp, and maintaining the 

cane tip in contact with the floor. With the increase in difficulty of the target behavior, a 

16.0% decrease, from 97.1% to 81.1%, in the level of the dependent variable was observed 

between the last session of the second intervention phase and the first session of the third 

intervention phase. However, within the third intervention phase, an ascending, therapeutic 

trend was observed, as the level of the dependent variable increased by 14.9% from 81.1% to 

96.0%. The outlying data point of 58.5%, in session 12, occurred on a day on which the 

subject's teacher reported that she had slept most of the day. Subject 2 achieved the 90% 

criterion for mastery in three consecutive sessions between sessions 20 and 22. The primary 

researcher's anecdotal records indicated that, after being prompted physically several times 

to put her cane tip down, the subject began to respond to verbal prompts most of the time. 

Generalization probes during the third intervention phase indicated a 5.4% increase 

in level of the dependent variable, from 82.6% in session 14 to 88.0% in session 19. 
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Point-by-point interobserver agreement was calculated at 99.2% over 18.2% of the 

sessions. Procedural rehability, in 18.2% of the sessions, was assessed at 100.0%. 

Subject 3 

Subject 3 demonstrated a high and stable level of the dependent variable during the 

preliminary data-gathering phase and proceeded directly to the second intervention phase 

(see Figure 3). In the second intervention phase, in which the target behavior consisted of 

holding onto the cane and employing an appropriate grasp, an increase in the dependent 

variable to the criterion level was observed. 
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Figure 3. Percentage of Intervals During which 
Subject 3 Continuously Performed 
Target Behavior 
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During the "Holding Cane" phase, the level of the dependent variable was very high 

and stable with the subject holding onto her cane for 100.0% of the intervals during each of 

the sessions. The tip of her cane remained on the floor as she walked the prescribed route, 

and she employed an appropriate grasp. She also held her cane tip in front of her and within 

an angle of 60 degrees to either side of midline throughout each baseline session. Therefore, 

the target behavior in the second intervention phase was to hold onto the cane, with the cane 

tip in front of her, and between midline and an angle of 60 degrees from midline toward her 

non-dominant (left) side. 

In the second intervention phase, an ascending, therapeutic trend was observed. The 

level of the dependent variable rose from 83.3%% to 95.5%, an increase of 12.2%. The 

subject reached the mastery level of 90% by session 10, and maintained this level over five 

consecutive sessions. She responded consistently to verbal prompts and at no time required a 

physical prompt to correct her cane position. 

Generalization probes during the second intervention phase indicated an increase in 

level of the dependent variable by 31.2%, from 68.8% in session 5 to 100.0% in session 14. 

Point-by-point interobserver agreement was calculated at 97.0% over 21.4% of the 

sessions. Procedural reliability, in 21.4% of the sessions, was assessed at 100.0%. 

Subject 4 

For Subject 4, a high and stable level of the dependent variable was observed during 

the preliminary data-gathering phase. Therefore, the first intervention phase was 

unnecessary, and intervention began with the second intervention phase (see Figure 4). In the 
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second intervention phase, an mcrease in the dependent variable occurred; however, a 

modification to the intervention was required to enable the subject to achieve the criterion 

level of 90%. 

Holding Using Proper Grasp 
Cane 

• = 1 70 

Using Proper Grasp 
While Carrying Bag 
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Figure 4. Percentage of Intervals During which 
Subject 4 Continuously Performed 
Target Behavior 

During the "Holding Cane" phase, the level of the dependent variable was very high 

and stable with the subject holding onto her cane for 100.0% of the intervals during each of 

the sessions. Anecdotal records indicated that, although Subject 4 held onto her cane, she did 

not do so with a consistent, appropriate grasp. On several occasions, she shifted from the 

"handshake" grasp to an inverted grasp in which she held the cane with her thumb oriented 

toward the top of the grip rather than toward the tip of the cane. Also, at various times, she 
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held the cane, at eye level, by the elastic cord attached to the grip. She frequently transferred 

her cane from her right hand to her left hand and back again, usually inverting her grasp in 

the process. Therefore, in the second intervention phase, the target behavior was defined as 

holding onto the cane using an appropriate grasp. 

In the second intervention phase, the addition of a grasp component to the target 

behavior, resulting in an immediate decrease in the dependent variable, from the high level 

observed during baseline. An ascending, therapeutic trend was observed within this phase, as 

the level of the dependent variable increase by 39.7%, from 40.7% to 80.4%. However, if 

the first two sessions (sessions 4 and 5) were excluded, it was observed that the trend was 

neither ascending nor descending, i.e., the subject's performance had reached a plateau. In 

addition, generalization probes showed a descending, contratherapeutic trend, as the level of 

the dependent variable declined from 33.3% in session 5 to 3.6% in session 12. In session 

12, the subject transferred her cane to her left hand and shifted to an inverted grasp less than 

10 seconds into the session, and did not resume the appropriate grasp at any time during the 

remainder of the session. 

Because Subject 4 was no longer progressing toward the 90% criterion for mastery, 

and because of the extremely low score on the session 12 generalization probe, a 

modification to the intervention was introduced. When the subject traveled to the washroom 

(the intervention route), her educational assistant typically carried a plastic shopping bag 

containing clean diapers and pants. By having the subject carry the bag herself, in her left 

hand, it was hoped that she would be less likely to transfer her cane into her left hand and 

assume an inappropriate grasp of the cane, hnmediately following this adaptation, there was 
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a slight contratherapeutic decline of 1.5% in the level of the dependent variable, from 80.4% 

to 78.9%. However, throughout the "carrying bag" phase, an ascending, therapeutic trend 

was observed, with the level of the dependent variable rising from 78.9% to 93.5%, an 

increase of 14.6%. This increase, following a plateau, indicated that the intervention had had 

a positive effect. There was a 28.6% overlap in data points between the second intervention 

phase and the "carrying bag" phase. This low percentage of overiap further demonstrated the 

effectiveness of the intervention in increasing the target behavior. The subject reached the 

mastery level of 90% by session 26, and maintained this level over three consecutive 

sessions. Anecdotal records indicated that she seldom responded to verbal prompts and 

almost always required physical prompting to resume an appropriate grasp of the cane. 

In generalization probes, an increase of 72.4% in the dependent variable was 

observed between the second intervention phase (3.6%) and the "carrying bag" phase 

(76.0%). Within the latter phase, a further increase of 9.7%, to 85.7% was observed. 

Point-by-point interobserver agreement was calculated at 96.6% over 15.4% of the 

sessions. Procedural reliability, in 15.4% of the sessions, was assessed at 100.0%. 

Intemal Validity 

Internal validity refers to the degree of experimental control, or the extent to which 

the intervention alone is responsible for the change in behavior. Experimental control in a 

multiple treatment design is demonstrated when the introduction of an intervention is 

accompanied by a change in level and trend of the dependent variable (Tawney & Gast, 

1984). 
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The data in the present study indicate a high level of intemal validity. Between 

baseline and the first intervention phase (for Subjects 1 and 2), an immediate increase in 

level occurred, and a reversal of trend (from a descending trend during baseline, to an 

ascending, therapeutic trend during the first intervention phase) was observed, thus 

demonstrating experimental control. During subsequent phases, there was a change in the 

target behavior, with the addition of grasp or positional components. For all four subjects, at 

the beginning of these phases, there was an immediate decrease in the level of the dependent 

variable, followed by an ascending, therapeutic trend throughout the phase, again 

demonstrating experimental control. The one exception was the "grasp" phase for Subject 2, 

in which the trend was stable and at a high level. Finally, in the case of Subject 4, 

experimental control was demonstrated, in the "carrying bag" phase, by an increase in the 

level of the dependent variable and a change in trend from one that was neither ascending nor 

descending to an accelerating, therapeutic trend. 

Instrumentation was a possible threat to intemal validity that was addressed by using 

a standard recording form and timing device, training observers in a systematic manner, 

measuring interobserver agreement, and recalibrating observers when measures of 

interobserver agreement were below 90%. 

Maturation had no significant effect on intemal validity, because the intervention 

occurred over a brief period of time (3 to 6 weeks). Maturation, in the sense of fatigue, was 

addressed by scheduling sessions of short duration (less than 5 minutes). 
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A possible historical threat to intemal validity was addressed by ensuring that the 

subjects did not practice with, or handle their canes at any time, other than during 

intervention sessions or generalization probes. 

External Validitv 

In order for a study to have external validity, the intervention must be generalizable to 

other subjects and environments, when implemented with minor variations in the basic 

procedure (Tawney & Gast, 1984). External validity was demonstrated by systematic 

replication of the intervention with four subjects. Within subjects, the results of the 

generalization probes indicated that the skills leamed through the intervention were 

generalized to another intervenor and setting. Between subjects, the effectiveness of the 

intervention was generalized to other subjects, with similar characteristics, in other similar 

settings. 
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION 

The results of the present study indicated that adolescents, v^o were severely 

visually impaired and have severe developmentally disabilities, could be taught the 

functional use of a long cane as an aid to independent mobility. A modified diagonal cane 

technique was taught by using verbal and physical prompts to shape the individual's cane 

technique. Although the specific steps in the shaping process varied according to the 

subjects' abilities and progress, the basic procedure remained consistent. 

This study marks a departure from the traditional readiness model of teaching 

orientation and mobility techniques, which does not lend itself to being applied to persons 

with additional disabilities. Under this readiness model, many persons with additional 

disabilities would never be allowed to use a cane, even though it might allow them to move 

about more independently, simply because they were unable to master certain orientation and 

mobility skills and concepts. Individuals who have severe multiple disabilities have the same 

need for safe and independent mobility as their non-disabled peers, but traditionally they 

have been denied access to a potentially valuable mobility tool, the long cane. Although 

some orientation and mobility specialists have been teaching their students with multiple 

severe disabilities to use canes, there has been little research done dealing with specific cane 

techniques or teaching methods. The present study represents the first step toward the 

development of a systematic methodology for teaching orientation and mobility, with a long 

cane, to students who have severe visual and developmental disabilities. 
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hiterpretation of Results 

The results of this study showed that an adolescent with severe visual and 

developmental disabilities, like Pogrund and Rosen's (1989) preschool child, can be a cane 

user. He or she can be taught to use a cane in a functional way in familiar settings, such as 

the hallways in his or her school, and to travel independently along routes that are 

meaningful to him or her. The intervention was effective in a functional setting-a route with 

a meaningful goal at the end. Sessions occurred at a time when the subject would naturally 

be expected to travel the route. It must be noted here that cane technique is only the first step 

in teaching independent mobility. An individual must then leam to detect and travel around 

obstacles, to locate landmarks, and to travel specific functional routes. 

The results also demonstrated the effectiveness of the methodology employed to 

teach cane skills. When a subject who had dropped her cane was required to pick it up 

before she could proceed, she soon leamed to hold onto it more consistently. The method of 

verbal and physical prompts was effective in shaping the subjects' cane techniques toward a 

modified diagonal cane technique that provided adequate coverage in detecting obstacles. 

Most subjects began by requiring physical prompts to pick up their cane, adjust their grasp, or 

modify their cane position, but, in most cases, they seemed to leam to respond to the verbal 

prompts. Subjects with better language skills would have been expected to be more likely to 

respond initially to verbal prompts, and to leam the meaning of these verbal prompts more 

quickly, through pairing them with physical prompts. This was borne out in the case of 

Subject 3, who was the only subject with expressive language, and who had a higher level of 

receptive language than the other subjects. After being shown the appropriate cane position 
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(with the cane tip in front of her and between midline and an angle of 60 degrees from 

midline toward her non-dominant side), and being told that she was to retum the cane to that 

position when told " , move your cane over," she responded to verbal prompts 

consistently, and at no time required a physical prompt. Subject 2 responded to verbal 

prompts to hold her cane "properly," meaning with an appropriate grasp, after receiving only 

one physical prompt. By the end of the intervention, she was also responding quite 

consistently to verbal prompts to put her cane tip down. Subject 1 sometimes responded to 

verbal prompts to pick her cane up and to put the tip down, but at other times required 

physical prompts. However, putting the tip down may have occurred independently of the 

verbal prompts, as she tended to tap her tip on the floor slowly as she walked. Subject 4 

leamed to respond to a verbal prompt to pick her cane up, but did not adjust her grasp unless 

she was physically assisted. It is possible that, in time, she would have leamed to resume an 

appropriate grasp with only a verbal prompt. 

An increase in the subjects' feelings of confidence and security can be inferred from 

the increase in their walking speeds as the intervention progressed. As shown in Table 1, the 

subjects' elapsed times for travelling the intervention routes were lower at the end of the 

intervention than they were at the beginning. Walking speed may also have been influenced 

by the subject's increased familiarity with the route. However, the effect was likely minimal, 

because each subject had traveled her route many times, in the course of her daily school 

routines, and was very familiar with the route before the study began. The inference of 

increased confidence and security is reinforced by the observations of the primary researcher 
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Table 1. Elapsed Times for Subjects Travelling the Intervention Route 

Session 
1 
2 

4 
5 

6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

26 
27 
28 

Subject 1 
4:24 
3:58 
3:26 
8:32 

5:22 
4:40 
3:58 
3:38 
3:51 

3:36 
3:10 
2:51 
2:45 
2:51 

4:23 
3:19 
3:21 
3:00 

3:32 
3:35 
2:22 
2:11 

2:32 
2:16 
2:10 

Subject 2 
4:30 
2:57 
3:16 
3:21 
2:35 

2:10 
2:55 
3:01 
2:55 
3:08 

3:01 
3:25 
3:00 
2:05 
2:36 

1:50 
2:05 
1:46 
2:02 
1:50 

1:48 
2:07 

Subject 3 
2:05 
1:53 
1:58 
2:02 
2:07 

1:56 
1:57 
1:57 
2:02 
1:54 

1:46 
1:54 
1:34 
1:52 

Subject 4 
3:51 
3:39 
3:32 
4:32 
3:42 

3:35 
4:21 
3:36 
3:47 
3:50 

4:43 
4:17 
3:12 

2:47 
3:07 
2:43 
2:32 
3:25 

2:57 
3:24 
2:40 
3:36 
3:02 

2:50 
2:28 
2:39 
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and the observers (who were educational assistants who worked with the subjects and knew 

them well). These observations indicated that Subjects 1,2, and 4 were less likely, after the 

mtervention, to attempt to hold onto the hand or arm of the primary researcher as they 

walked. The increase in speed not only indicated an increase in confidence, but also, enabled 

the subjects to travel from place to place more quickly, an important improvement for its 

own sake. 

The sequence of skill acquisition employed also appeared to have been appropriate. 

Subjects were able to build upon previously leamed skills in developing new ones. The 

ability to hold the cane was a prerequisite to employing an appropriate grasp. Once a subject 

held her cane with the proper grasp, it was the necessary for her to leam to keep the tip down. 

Then, it was possible to begin shaping the cane position toward one that would provide 

optimum coverage. 

Practical Applications 

The results of this study have many practical applications for practitioners in the field 

of orientation and mobility. First, they indicate that it is possible to teach functional cane 

techniques to persons who are severely developmentally disabled, in addition to visually 

impaired-something that has not been considered within the traditional model of orientation 

and mobility instmction. This may inspire orientation and mobility specialists to try a similar 

approach with their students. They may also be encouraged to devise their own innovative 

programs and strategies, and not be bound by the traditional readiness model. 
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Second, the methodology used in the present study has been designed with the 

orientation and mobility specialist in mind. It is easily adapted to be used in school and 

rehabilitation settings. The progression of the component skills, the verbal and physical 

prompting, and the functionality of the route can be applied to the teaching of cane skills to 

students who are similar to the subjects in this study, i.e., adolescents who are severely 

visually impaired and have severe developmental disabilities. They may also be effective 

with students with additional disabilities, including physical disabilities or autism. 

Third, the methods employed in single subject research design are similar to the 

applied behavior analysis techniques used by many special educators in teaching skills and 

managing student behavior. Therefore, some orientation and mobility specialists, and many 

teachers and classroom assistants, will already be familiar with methods for recording 

behavior. This makes it more likely that data recording and interpretation will be 

incorporated as a component of orientation and mobility programs for students with multiple 

severe disabilities. 

Fourth, single subject design methods are geared to the leamer and his or her needs. 

They enable a program to be not only individualized, but also adjusted on an ongoing basis, 

taking into account the student's progress, or lack thereof While the basic method used in 

the present study provides a framework, the actual prompts, steps in shaping technique, and 

adaptations of cane technique and equipment may be tailored to the individual. Also, in 

single subject research, if an intervention is not working, it is quickly apparent, and the 

intervention is modified, or discontinued in favor of another intervention. 
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Social Validitv 

In examining a piece of single subject research, social validity is of the utmost 

importance. The behaviors studied, or skills taught must be socially important, not just 

convenient for the researcher to study (Tawney & Gast, 1984). Tawney and Gast (1984) 

outline three levels, or dimensions, of social validity that must be considered: goals, 

procedures and effect. Are the goals legitimate and for the benefit of the subject? Are the 

procedures appropriate, humane, and the most efficient and least intrusive method of 

producing the desired results? Is the magnitude of the effect significant enough to result in 

an improvement in the quality of life of the subject and those who care for him or her, and if 

a major change occurred, is everyone happy with the result? 

In this study, the goal of the intervention was to teach the subjects a modified cane 

technique that they could use to travel with a greater degree of independence in a familiar, 

indoor environment-a legitimate goal that was clearly for the benefit of the subjects. The 

prompting procedures were consistent with standard practice in special education, and were 

humane and minimally intrusive, as the prompts were gentle and the dignity of the subjects 

was respected at all times. This was illustrated by the adaptation, for Subject 1, of the 

technique for picking up her cane. She was able to bend down and pick up her cane; 

however, when her hand approached the floor, instead of grasping the cane and standing up 

straight, she would lie down on the floor. To allow her to lie down in the hallway of a public 

high school, and to lift her to her feet, would have been demeaning to her. Therefore, as she 

reached down for her cane, it was lifted off the floor to meet her hand, before she started to 

lie down. 
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Finally, in determining whether a study has social validity, one must consider 

whether there was a benefit to the subjects and those who are close to them. The benefits to 

the subjects were many. By learning to use a cane to move about the school more 

independently, the subjects gained a feeling of confidence, security, and independence. 

Since the subjects did not have the verbal skills necessary to describe these feelings, they had 

to be inferred from the subjects' behavior. The increased speed of walking, and the 

decreased reliance on holding onto the hand or arm of an adult suggested that the subjects 

were indeed much more confident and secure. The subjects also appeared to feel good about 

themselves, and proud of their accomplishments. The smiles on their faces and their 

excitement in reaching the objective at the end of the route may have illustrated another 

benefit of the intervention. 

After learning to use a cane, the subjects were likely to be viewed more positively by 

those around them. They appeared to be more capable and less dependent on others for their 

routine needs. By learning to use a cane for independent mobility, they were building a 

foundation for other independent living skills that would likely strengthen this public 

perception. They may, in time, like their non-disabled peers, leam to go to the washroom 

and retum by themselves,. They may also leam to travel to classes by walking independently 

in a group with their classmates, rather than holding onto their teacher's hand or arm. Also, 

it may be that the subjects were viewed more as persons with visual impairments, and less as 

persons who are developmentally disabled, and, as a result, they may have been viewed more 

positively. 
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The skills leamed by the subjects may also become the basis for their participating 

more fully in class activities, both on campus and in the community. For example, classes 

for high school students with developmental disabilities frequently travel to shopping malls 

to leam important daily living and social skills. The students may purchase something to 

drink in the food court. If a student who is also visually impaired is able to use a cane, she 

may be able to walk up to the counter, purchase her drink, and retum to her seat, just as her 

sighted classmates do. 

If a person is able to use a long cane appropriately, it enhances her ability to 

participate in community activities. The subjects' improved orientation and mobility skills 

will make locations in the community more accessible to them. The cane identifies the user 

as someone who is visually impaired, and may make members of the public less likely to 

focus on the subject's other disabilities. Motorists, and people walking in crowded areas will 

be more careful around the subject, and members of the public may even offer assistemce 

when they see the subject holding a white cane. 

The orientation and mobility skills leamed by the subjects also benefited the teachers 

and other staff members who worked with them at school. Prior to their leaming to use a 

cane for independent mobility, each subject needed a sighted guide when traveling within the 

school, on the school grounds, and in the community. The sighted guide was usually an adult 

staff member who also had other students to look after (sometimes students in wheelchairs, 

or students who tended to wander, intentionally or unintentionally, away from the group), 

and often had things to carry, especially on field trips. When the subject was able to walk 

independently along with the class, staff reported that they became free to assist other 
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students, when necessary. Similarly the subjects may eventually leam to travel 

independently to the washroom and retum to class, in the same way as many of their sighted 

classmates. This will allow staff to remain in the classroom and work with the other 

students. 

It is often difficult for teachers of students with severe disabilities to design programs 

for their students who are also visually impaired. In part, this is due to these students' lack of 

independent mobility. Once a student leams to use a cane for more independent mobility, 

new areas are opened up for educational programming. For example, a student who moves 

confidently by herself can participate in a much wider variety of physical educational and 

recreational activities than one who uses a sighted guide. 

A final consideration in determining social validity is, if there has been a change in 

the subject's life as a result of the intervention, is everyone involved happy with the change? 

In the present study, the subjects appeared pleased with their newly leamed abilities. 

Teachers and teacher assistants were unanimous in expressing their positive feelings about 

the progress the subjects had made, and they indicated their willingness to have the subjects 

continue to use their canes in their daily routines, and extend the skills they had leamed, 

through continuing orientation and mobility instmction. Parents also expressed their 

pleasure, and in some cases surprise, with the progress the subjects had made. The parents of 

three of the subjects were eager to have their daughters begin to use their canes at home. 
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Limitations of the Study 

With any single subject design, intemal validity is a concem. Extraneous variables 

cannot be controlled by researchers, in a school setting, as well as they can be controlled in a 

laboratory. The statistical methods of controlling for extraneous variables that are used in 

quantitative research are not available to the single subject researcher, hi single subject 

research, the visual interpretation of graphs is used to analyze data to determine whether an 

effect is the result of the intervention. This method is less precise than statistical analysis. In 

the present study, it appears that the intervention did have an effect on the subjects' 

performance; however, in the rich environment of a school, there is a possibility that 

extraneous variables had an effect. One way to strengthen the intemal validity of this study 

may have been to include a retum to baseline conditions following the first intervention 

phase. However, for two reasons, the primary researcher decided to sacrifice some of the 

intemal validity of the study by not returning to baseline. First, if the skill of holding the cane 

was tmly leamed-and generalization probes indicated that it was-it is unlikely that the 

dependent variable would have retumed to baseline levels to demonstrate an effect. Second, 

it would have been unsound, educationally, to take away from a subject, even briefly, 

something that has allowed her to succeed in a part of her educational program. 

The extemal validity of single subject research is also generally not as strong as it can 

be in quantitative research. This is because it is not the goal of single subject design to 

generalize the results of a study from a sample to a population. Instead, it is to find an 

intervention that will work for the individual subjects. By replicating the procedure with 

many subjects, the extemal validity of a study can be strengthened; however, the time-
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consuming nature of a single subject study limited the number of subjects in the present study 

to four. Although the results suggested that the procedure may be effective for other 

adolescents with similar characteristics, much more replication is necessary before this can 

be stated with a high degree of certainty. 

Another feature of this study that affected extemal validity was the flexibility in the 

methodology. Although the basic framework was the same for all four subjects, the steps 

used in shaping cane technique, and the prompts given, were not exactly the same. This 

flexibility, though educationally sound, and beneficial to the individual subjects, makes it 

difficult to generalize the findings. 

There were also flaws in measurement that may have affected the reliability and 

validity of the study. First, a different observer was used to collect data for each of the 

subjects. It was not possible to have one observer for all four subjects because of the 

distances between their schools, the necessity of scheduling appropriate times during the day 

for intervention, and the duration of the study. It was difficult enough for the primary 

researcher to schedule his time with the subjects. The observers did, however, undergo the 

same training, and interobserver agreement scores were high, indicating reliability of the 

results. A related weakness in the study arose because it was necessary to use two different 

observers to assess interobserver agreement. This was also unavoidable for logistical 

reasons-the first observer moved to Vermont during the study. 

Although the measure of procedural reliability was very high, it only assessed 

whether the prompts were given correctly. It did not assess whether they were given at the 

correct time. If a prompt was not given when one was required, or if one was given when it 
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was not required, the observers records, and consequently the level of the dependent variable, 

may have been affected. 

The study has limitations that are related to the individual characteristics of the 

subjects. Because of their severe developmental disabilities, more so than their visual 

impairments, they may never be totally independent travelers, even in familiar indoor 

environments, such as their school. They may always require some supervision, even if a 

sighted guide is not required. When they travel without a sighted guide, limits must be 

placed on where they can travel, to ensure their safety. Depending on the proficiency of the 

individual subject, travel may be limited to indoors and on one level (avoiding stairs). 

Subjects should be closely supervised when walking near dangerous locations, such as open 

stairwells. However, even if total independence is not possible, an increased level of 

independence is a worthwhile goal. 

Finally, with students with severe developmental disabilities, progress is usually 

slow. For all but one of the subjects, it was a long process to achieve an approximation of 

diagonal cane technique that would provide them with sufficient coverage to allow them to 

travel independently in their schools-a process that was not completed wdthin the time frame 

of the study. 

Implications for Future Research 

Although the results of this study indicated that the procedure was effective in 

teaching functional cane skills to the four subjects, and suggested that the procedure may be 

effective for other adolescents with similar characteristics, this result cannot be generalized, 
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with any degree of certainty, to a larger populatioa Further replication with both male and 

female subjects, with similar visual and developmental characteristics to the subjects in the 

present study, may increase the extemal validity of the results. 

Because of time constraints, only one of the subjects attained a modified diagonal 

cane technique. The others were several steps in the shaping process away from achieving an 

approximation of the ideal technique that would provide them with adequate coverage to 

allow them to travel independently in the school environment Although it appeared that, for 

the subjects, the procedure would continue to work in subsequent phases, future research 

should take subjects all the way through the shaping process. 

The importance of early intervention in teaching cane skills cannot be overstated. 

Further research should be extended to include younger children with severe visual 

impairments and severe developmental disabilities. 

Future research should also be extended to students with less severe developmental 

disabilities. The procedure employed in this study may work with such students, and may 

also be applied to teaching them more advanced orientation and mobility techniques, such as 

constant contact and two-point touch techniques-techniques that would allow them even 

greater independence over a wider variety of environments. 

Another area for further research would address the important question "Where do 

we go once the subject has mastered a modified diagonal cane technique?" Orientation and 

mobility, by its very nature, must be functional. Effective cane technique is of no use to an 

individual if he or she does not go anywhere. Future research should examine methods of 
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teaching functional route travel to persons who are visually impaired and have severe 

developmental disabilities. 

Finally, further research should examine more closely the effect that leaming to use a 

cane has on the lives of persons with severe visual impairments and severe developmental 

disabilities, and those who are close to them. How often do they actually use their canes, and 

in what settings? Is there a decrease in the amount of assistance they receive from school 

staff members? Is there also a change in how and where they travel with their parents and 

other family members? The answers to these questions will help to determine the 

functionality, for the individual, of the orientation and mobility skills leamed. 

Conclusion 

This study represents the first step toward a systematic method of teaching functional 

cane techniques to persons with severe visual impairments and developmental disabilities. A 

fuller understanding of effective orientation and mobility methods for these individuals, and 

procedures for teaching these methods, will provide them with the opportunity to become 

more independent within their communities, and ultimately, will greatly enhance their 

quality of life. 
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APPENDDC A 

CONSENT FORM 

I give permission for to participate in the project entitled "Using 
Verbal and PhN-sical Prompts to Teach the Use of a Long Cane to a Student who is VisualK 
hnpaired and Has Additional Severe Disabilities". 

I understand that the person responsible for this project is Duncan McGregor, ph: (905)727-
0022, exl. 3239. 3324 He has explained that this study is part of a project that has the 
following objective: 

to determine the effective of verbal and physical jyrompts on the abilit> of a student 
who is visually impaired and has multiple disabilities, to walk independently using a 
ubite cane 

Mr. McGregor has explained the procedures to be followed and identified those winch are 
experimental. There will be no discomfon or risk involved in this procedure. Appropriate 
alternative procedures have also been discussed There will be no payment for m> 
participation in this stud>\ but Mr. McGregor has explained that my child will benefit by way 
of increased independence in the school and community. 

I understand that the stud\' will be conducted in my child's school e\ er\' da> during the month 
of May, 1997, and may continue into June, 1997. Additionally, I understand that I will ha\e 
access to the records and data collected for this stud\' and that all data associated with this 
stud\ will remain strictlv confidential. 

Mr. McGregor has agreed to answer any inquines I may ha\ e concerning the procedures and 
has informal me that I mav contact the Texas Tech Uni\ersit\' Institutional Review Board for 
the Protection of Human Subjects by writing them in care of the Office of Research Services, 
Texas Tech Universitv. Lubbock, Texas. U.S.A. 79409, or by calling (806) 742-3884. 
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Although there is no risk of personal injury, Texas Tech University requests that we inform 
you as follows: 

If this research project causes any physical injury to the participants in the project, 
treatment is not necessarily available at Texas Tech University or the Student Health 
Center, nor is there necessarily any insurance carried by the University or its 
personnel applicable to cover any such injury. Financial compensation for any such 
injury must be provided through the participant's own insurance program. Further 
information about these matters may be obtained from Dr. Robert M. Sweazy, Vice 
Provost for Research, (806)742-3884, Room 203 Holden Hall, Texas Tech 
University, Lubbock, Texas, U.S.A. 79409-1035. 

I understand that I may discontinue this study at any time I choose. 

Signature of Subject Date 

Signature of Parent Date 

Signature of Project Director D̂ate 
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APPENDDC B 

RECORDING FORM 

Subject: Date: 

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 

1 
i 
1 
1 

1 
! 

1 

1 

i 
! 

1 
1 

1 

50 

1 

55 60 

Elapsed time: 

+ of total = % 
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APPENDIX C 

PROCEDURAL RELIABILITY: FORM 1 

Subject: Date: 

1 
2 

4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

Total 

"Stop" 

1 

Cane 
Placed in 

Front 
Verbal 

Cue 
5 Second 

Wait 

• ' 

! 

Physical 
Cue 

Total 

1 

1 

1 

1 
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Subject: 

APPENDDC D 

PROCEDURAL RELIABILITY: FORM 2 

Date: 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

Total 

Verbal Cue 2 Second Wait Physical Cue 

1 

Total 

1 
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